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Status:

Resolved

Start date:

10/13/2018

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Renato Botelho

% Done:

0%

Category:

ntop

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

2.4.4-p1

Description
update ntoping to 3.6.0
and enable activity map
the latest version of pfsense seems dos not enable activity map ( --enable-flow-activity)
which is referenced to thread here :
https://forum.netgate.com/topic/132187/ntop-activity-map/10
Thanks !
History
#1 - 10/19/2018 11:10 AM - Steve Beaver
- Assignee set to Jim Pingle

#2 - 10/19/2018 11:43 AM - Jim Pingle
- Project changed from pfSense to pfSense Packages
- Category set to ntop
- Assignee changed from Jim Pingle to Renato Botelho

It's actually already at 3.6 on 2.4.5 snapshots, and trying to pick back changes proved to be a bit of a challenge. It appears to rely on other bigger
changes (gcc7, newer devel/json-c) so I'm not sure this is something we want to do on its own.
Assigning to Renato to see what he thinks. It looks like it might be OK but will take some manual version bumps of ndpi and ntopng between some
other cherry-picks to pull it in, assuming it will work without also pulling in the newer gcc7 and json-c.
It may have to wait for the next time we switch that branch to a newer quarterly branch, or 2.4.5.

#3 - 11/01/2018 07:38 AM - Renato Botelho
- Subject changed from update ntoping 3.6.0 to update ntopng 3.6.0

#4 - 11/01/2018 08:07 AM - Renato Botelho
- Status changed from New to Feedback

#5 - 11/01/2018 08:07 AM - Renato Botelho
json-c upgrade was not necessary since we don't have plans to import a new quarterly to 2.4.4 branch.

#6 - 11/08/2018 12:55 AM - Vladimir Lind

05/22/2019
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- File ntopng.png added
On 2.4.5-DEVELOPMENT (arm) built on Mon Nov 05 15:36:37 EST 2018 FreeBSD 11.2-RELEASE-p4:
I don't see activity map on ntopng - see attached pic.

#7 - 11/08/2018 10:17 AM - Jim Pingle
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

The activity map is not relevant to this ticket, only the version, which appears to be OK.
FYI: ntopng disabled the activity map by default. They say running ntopng with --enable-flow-activity brings it back but I'm not seeing that happen. If I
can get that to work I'll add a GUI knob for it, but that's a topic for a separate ticket.

#8 - 11/08/2018 10:28 AM - mom aiaz
Jim Pingle wrote:
The activity map is not relevant to this ticket, only the version, which appears to be OK.
FYI: ntopng disabled the activity map by default. They say running ntopng with --enable-flow-activity brings it back but I'm not seeing that
happen. If I can get that to work I'll add a GUI knob for it, but that's a topic for a separate ticket.

oh , ok .
yes we want activity map capability again . thank you .

#9 - 11/08/2018 10:48 AM - Jim Pingle
ntopng appears to have removed all of that code. It went from enable-flow-activity to enable-flow-scripts to enable-user-scripts and now all that code
is gone.
There is no reference to activity map in a live script in the current code.
If you want that back, take it up directly with ntopng.
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